Errata

Page 9 “..survey data, with medical chart..” is changed to “..survey data with medical chart..”

Page 10 “..dizziness, was related to problems..” is changed to “..dizziness, was mostly related to problems..”

Page 12 “Effect size” is removed from the list of abbreviations

Page 15 “.. physical symptoms and signs by physiotherapists” is changed to “.. physical symptoms and signs.”

Page 20 “The VOR drives extraocular..” is changed to “The VOR drive extraocular..”

Page 23 “..specific canal, The endolymph..” is changed to “..specific canal. The endolymph.”

Page 26 “.. “vestibular vertigo”..” is changed to ”.. vestibular vertigo..”

Page 27 “Goals further aims at..” is changed to: “Goals further aim at..”

Page 28 “..[65,71-73 ] have introduced..” is changed to “..[65,71-73 ] have been introduced.”

Page 29 “..Norwegian Psychosomotor..” is changed to “..Norwegian Psychomotor..”

Page 34 “The cohort, recruited......” is changed to “The cohort was recruited.....”

Page 37 “The recall- period is a month.” is changed to “The recall period is one month.”

Page 38 “..which consisted of 3 persons” is changed to “..each consisted of 3 persons”.

Page 39 “.. during gait is associated with....” is changed to “.. during gait associated with....”

Page 41 “Test procedures” is changed to “Procedures”

Page 42 “.. managed gait testing,..” is changed to “.. managed gait testing and the questionnaires..”

Page 43 “..based on the ANOVA model..” is changed to “..based on the analysis of variance (ANOVA)..”

Page 44 “One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) ..” is changed to “The one-way ANOVA ..”

Page 50 “Severe dizziness (< 12 points)..” is changed to “Severe dizziness (≥ 12 points)..”

Page 59 “..with respect to function.” is changed to “..with respect to capturing function.”
Page 59 “.but the limits between..” is changed to “.but the limit between..”

Page 62 “.pre-intervention pattern..” is changed to “.pre-intervention attenuation pattern..”

Page 62 “.. represent different dimensions.” is changed to “requires different strategies.”

Page 65 “..between the component..” is changed to “. between the concepts in the component..”

Page 65 “.. at the activity/functional..” is changed to “.. at the functional..”

Page 67 “No correlations were seen..” is changed to “No significant correlations were seen..”

Page 71 “..in long-lasting dizziness as seen.” is changed to “..in long-lasting dizziness.”

Page 72 “..to improve posture, stabilization training to improve neck and trunk stability..” is changed to “..improve posture, neck and trunk stability..”

Page 72 “.. trunk stability was identified..” is changed to “trunk stability was retained..”

Page 73 “..sub-optimal functioning in trunk” is changed to “..sub-optimal attenuation in the trunk impact.”

Tables
Table 1 “(8%), (0%)”, is changed to: “(8), (0)”

Table 2: “Absolute (S\textsubscript{a}) reliability..” is changed to “Absolute reliability (S\textsubscript{a})..”

Table 4: “~ 0.6” is changed to “~ 0.06”

Table 5: “A-P axis: antero-posterior axis; M-L axis: medio-lateral axis; GPE-52: Global Physiotherapy Examination, 52 items” explanations have been added

References


Reference 10: Mansson, Hakonsson is changed to Månsson, Håkansson
Reference 48: Malmstrom is changed to Malmström

Reference 54: Jonsson is changed to: Jönsson

References 61, 80: Skoien is changed to: Skøien

References 100, 103: Söderman, Bagger-Sjöback is changed to: Söderman, Bagger-Sjöback